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being to the measure and not to the men nominated as Ministers, and therefore wholly unprecedented, I thought it a case in which the discussion should be public and introduced a resolution, which was adopted, to that effect " unless in the opinion of the President, the publication of documents, necessary to be referred to in debate, would be prejudicial to existing negotiations."
Mr. Adams, on receiving a copy of the resolution, refused to give the opinion respectfully asked by the Senate, not content with that, he, in his return message, said he would leave it to the Senate itself, (who were of course to a great extent ignorant of existing negotiations) to decide " the question of an unexampled departure from its own usages, and upon motives, of which, not being himself informed, he ° did not feel himself competent to decide." This refusal, and the unauthorized allusion to and virtual condemnation of our motives gave great offense to the Senate, and was the first act of discourtesy in a series of proceedings which produced unprecedented excitement and ill-blood as well in the Senate as in the Country. A retaliatory movement was proposed, but as the original resolution had been introduced by me, our friends conceded to me, in a great degree, the suggestion of any action to be adopted on our part. I was sensible of the importance of the proposed opportunity to repel the censure that was cast upon us for obstructing the passage of a measure represented by the Administration press to be eminently patriotic, but my anxiety to avoid anything that might be construed as a factious opposition was so strong as to induce me to prefer to waive it, which was accordingly done.
The discussions occupied several weeks and became earnest and sometimes violent. After unmistakable indications of effects produced by Governmental influence, the nominations were confirmed by a vote of 24 to 20,1 and the measure received the sanction of both Houses of Congress, but it was undeniably thoroughly discredited with the Country by the opposition it had received. The Ministers went out but they found no Congress. Several of the Treaties among the South American States authorizing it were not ratified by them, nor were any other steps taken to carry the plan into effect.
This general abandonment of the grand enterprise by its putative fathers, together with suspicious signs in the correspondence, satisfied me that altho' it had been apparently organized in South Amer-
°MS. II, p. 95.
JWith Van Buren voted Pindlay of Pennsylvania, Chandler and Holmes of Maine, Woodbury of New Hampshire, Dickerson of New Jersey, and Kane of Illinois, making Koven Northern and twelve Southern senators. Against Van Buren were eight senators from Slave States, Barton of Missouri, Bouligny and Johnston of Louisiana, Chambers of Alabama, Clayton and Van Dyke of Delaware, Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky and Smith of Maryland. It was an incipient but a true party division.—Shepard, Martin Van Buren, American Statesmen Series (Boston and New York, 1899), p. 131.

